The present paper describes a MAC protocol for a high-speed ring with multiple tokens. The purpose of this protocol is to increase the throughput and to improve the delay-throughput characteristic of high-speed token-rings. The main concept of the new MAC protocol is to maintain several logical token-rings in the single physical ring. Each logical ring has its own token, and its operation is close to a token-ring with early-token-release and destination removal. Multiple tokens enable several concurrent transmissions of new data-frames by different stations on different logical rings, and decrease the average waiting time to receive a token. However, the integration of several token-rings in a single media is not straightforward, since they interfere with the operation of each other.
Introduction
In the ring topology, the stations are located on a directed ring and each station transmits to its downstream neighbor. This is a conventional topology for Local-Area-Networks (LANs) and Metropolitan-Area-Networks (MANs), that offers several advantages as reliability, simplicity of the physical hardware, ease of optical-fiber usage, flexibility in the link length and in the number of stations [1] , [2] . Ring protocols, mainly the token-ring protocol, offer significant performance advantages like fair allocation of the available bandwidth, bounded access delay and high utilization.
Token-ring is a media-access-control (MAC) protocol for ring topology UJ, [3J-[4J. In tokenrings, a short control frame, called token, circulates around the ring. A station holding information to be transmitted waits to receive the token, removes it from the ring, and transmits a data-frame with its own Protocol Data Unit (PDU). Upon completion of its transmission, or at any time later if necessary, the station releases the token by sending a new token-frame. A data-frame is usually removed from the ring by its sender, after completing a round-trip.
Two well-known LAN standards based on the token-ring concepts are IEEE 802. 5 [3J and FDDI [1] . The IEEE 802.5 protocol offers 4 Mbit/s transmission speed using a shielded twisted pair as the medium. The ring consists of up to 250 stations operating over a total cable length of 10 Km. FDDI, on the other hand, is a 100 Mbit/s token-ring which uses optical fiber as a medium. It allows up to 500 stations with a total cable length of 100 Km. The differences in the architecture ha;ve a major impact on the MAC protocols for these standards. The increase of ring length, number of active stations and ring transmission speed, considerably reduce the ratio of frame transmission time to ring delay. "In the IEEE 802.5 token-ring, a single data-frame normally occupies the entire ring. Thus, there is no loss if the sender of a frame releases the token at the time when it receives back the header of its frame after one round-trip. This approach enables the implementation of a priority mechanism based on actual reservations. The MAC protocol of the FDDI, on the other hand, uses the early-token-release approach, which means that the sender releases the token 'as soon as it completes transmission of its last frame, even if no part of the last transmission has been received back. This approach decreases the waiting time for token receipt at the stations and, since that in FDDI the average frame size is much shorter than the ring length, the use of the available ring bandwidth is optimized. The revised version of the 802.5 standards (published in 1989), allows early-token-release as an option for the 16 Mbit/s token-rings, For the purpose of this paper, we shall refer to the token-ring with early-token-release as 'the one-token protocol ' Early-token-release is an important approach to enhance the capacity of high-speed token-rings. However, it still has the following two deficiencies: • Since at any given time, at most one station holds a token and only that station is given permission to send a data-frame in the ring, the maximum throughput of the one-token protocol is limited to the transmission speed (100 Mbit/ s in FDD/) .
• It is well known that the deterministic access mechanism of the token-ring ensures at high loads superior delay-throughput performance. However, at low loads the performance degrades, since the waiting time between two successive transmissions increases.
. . . .
The present paper proposes a new token-ring MAC protocol, that both increases the throughput and improves the delay-throughput characteristic of the one-token protocol. The delay is defined as the time interval between the supplying of a frame to the MAC layer at the source station and the receipt of the last bit of the frame at the MAC destination. It includes the queuing delay at the source, the source waiting time to receive a token, the transmission time by the source and the frame propagation delay from source to destination. The latter is the sum of the delays in the intermediate stations and the delay on the intermediate links.
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a new protocol that uses two techniques in order to improve the one-token protocol. First, it uses destination removal rather than source removal as in the one-token protocol, namely frames are removed from the ring by their destination station. In those infrequent cases when the destination is not operational or the destination is a group of stations (multicasting), the frame is removed by the source. The second technique for improving the performance of the one-token protocol is to use multiple tokens in order to allow concurrent transmissions.
It is important to realize that destination removal alone, without multiple simultaneous ring access-points, does not improve the performance of the one-token protocol. This is because a station that seizes a token transmits its data-frames and then releases the token with no cessation, whether or not some data-frames are received simultaneously. Such data-frames are removed from the ring by the token holder since they have already made a round-trip. Multiple tokens with source removal, on the other hand, improve the performance only under light load, when a station that seizes a token can transmit its data-frames without delaying frames that have not completed a round trip. The combination of destination removal and multiple access-points, as suggested in this paper, improves the performance at all possible loads.
A previous protocol for improving the performance of the one-token protocol has been proposed in [4] . That protocol improves the delay-throughput characteristic of the one-token protocol under light load, but has no effect at medium or high loads. Moreover, there is no improvement in throughput since it uses only one access-point that traverses the ring stations in the same speed as in the one-token protocol.
The main concept of the new MAC protocol is to maintain several logical token-rings in a single ring medium. The operation of each logical token-ring is similar to the one-token protocol, except that (a) destination removal is used instead of source removal; (b) in some situations, a station that seizes a token must wait before transmitting a data-frame; (c) in some situations, after having transmitted a data-frame, a station must wait before releasing the token. As shown in the paper, the integration of several token-rings in a single physical ring is far from trivial, since they normally interfere with the operation of each other.
An important feature of the new protocol is that the number of logical token-rings, Le. the number of tokens, can be dynamically adjusted. The ring stations need not be notified about such changes since the executed algorithm does ~ot depend on number of logical rings. Moreover, adding or deleting a logical token-ring is a simple task that can be done by each station in a local manner. The mechanism for this task is also described in this paper.
Dynamic determination of the actual number of logical rings necessary to optimize ring performance is not a trivial task, and is beyond the scope of this paper. Loosely speaking, when a token is appended, the waiting time to receive a token decreases and the throughput may increase. On the other hand, the propagation delay of a frame from source to destination may increase by a frame transmission time. This is because a frame may encounter a station that holds the new token and is transmitting its own data-frame. In such a case, the incoming frame must wait until the station completes its own frame transmission. Obviously, if the ring load is light, the probability that a frame encounters a transmitting station is small, and the number of tokens can be large. Since the ring load may change frequently, the fact that the station algorithm is independent of the number of logical rings and the simplicity of adding and deleting logical rings, playa key role in achieving high performance at all possible loads.
In [7] , the authors present a full-duplex ring called Metaring. The access method to this ring is like in the buffer insertion ring [8] , namely a station can transmit its own frame at any time as long as its insertion buffer is empty. In order to prevent the starvation problem associated with the buffer insertion protocol, short control frames are transmitted on the opposite direction. As the new protocol introduced in the present paper, Metaring uses destination removal and enables concurrent transmissions of new frames in the ring. However, in Metaring each transmitted frame may encounter a delay of one frame at every intermediate station whereas in our protocol such a delay can be encountered only .N' -1 times, where .N' represents the number of tokens. On the other hand, our protocol requires a buffer of .N' -1 frames at each station, whereas Metaring requires a one-frame buffer. In order to ensure fair access to the ring, Metaring uses another ring with an opposite direction, while in our protocol, the access is controlled by means of tokens that are transmitted in the same direction as the data-frames.
Reference [9] presents a protocol that uses "multiple tokens" in a ring. However, this protocol and our protocol are completely different. The key difference is that the protocol of [9] is a slotted. ring with variable length slots, whereas in this paper every token functions by itself as a token-ring. This implies that the transmission of a single data-frame in [9] , as in any slotted ring, may require the sender to repeat many times the procedure of seizing a slot, and to transmit its frame separately in the seized slots, while only one token is required in our protocol.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the network model, the format of the frames and the station interface. Section 3 presents the new protocol. It starts with an informal description, and then gives the formal algorithm for the MAC layer of each statiOn. Section 4 presents the main properties of the new protocol. Section 5 introduces the mechanism used by each station to locally delete or add a logical ring, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
The Model

Data-Frame and Token-Frame Formats
As in FDDI, the network considered in this paper provides a high bandwidth interconnection among stations by using fiber-optic as the transmission medium in a ring configuration. The frame formats [1] , [6] . Information is transmitted in variable length frames, called data-frames (DF). A token is a special short fixed-length frame, called token-frame or just token (TF). Figure 1 shows the format of a data-frame and of a token-frame. The Starting-Delimiter (SD) field consists of two symbols! (JK), and is uniquely recognizable. The Frame Control (FC) field in FDDI consists of two symbols that indicate the frame type: token-frame, LLC frame, MAC frame etc. In our protocol this field has an additional role -it indicates the logical token-ring the frame belongs to. This means that if the maximal number of tokens is T, this field must have at least r~ .log'll additional symbols, as shown in Figure l(c) . The other data-frame fields are the Destination-Address (DA), the Source Address (SA) and the Ending-Delimiter (ED) that consists of two uniquely recognizable symbols.
Unlike FDDI, the new protocol does not use a Frame Status field. The purpose of that field in FDDI is to give the sender some indication from the destination, but the new protocol uses destination removal, so that the source does not receive its frame back.
A transmission of every data-frame or token-frame must be preceded by a preamble (PA). The preamble consists of several IDLE symbols, used for establishing and maintaining clock synchronization at the receivers. We do not consider the PA as a part of the frame format. However, the new protocol assures that each transmitted frame is indeed preceded by enough IDLE symbols.
• ., . . 
Notations
The following notations are used in the paper: DF(t), TF(t)-data-frame and token-frame of logical token-ring t. FC, SA, DA-frame control, source address and destination-address fields. SD, ED, PA-starting-delimiter, ending-delimiter and preamble. T the maximal number of logical rings, Le. tokens, in the physical ring.
N-the actual number of logical rings in the physical ring, N ~ T . Figure 2 shows a conceptual representation of the Station Interface. The MAC entity consists of two cooperating asynchronous processes, the receiver and the transmitter. Each process is executed by a separate controller. For the rest of this paper, we shall use the term receiver for both the receiver process and the receiver controller, and the term transmitter for both the transmitter process and the transmitter controller.
Station Interface
The cooperation between the receiver and the transmitter is established by means of an elastic buffer called bufferJ, whose length depends on the maximal number of logical rings T. The buffer can be conceptually interpreted as a circular buffer with a head and a tail. Symbols are written into the buffer tail and read by the transmitter from its head. Therefore, the first symbol to be inserted into buffer1 is also the first symbol to be read from it (fifo). The distance between head and tail is termed the station delay. Another buffer, buffer2, whose length is :F symbols, is used by the MAC processes in some situations.
The physical entity, PRY, receives a stream of bits from the ring medium, encodes them to symbols, and sends each symbol to the receiver once every symbol period. The receiver may be in one of 3 possible modes, as determined by switchl: BUFFERl mode, BUFFER2 mode and DISCARD mode. In the first mode the receiver is connected to bufferl. Consequently, it writes each symbol it receives from PHY into bufferl. In BUFFER2 mode, the receiver is connected to buffer2 and writes each symbol into this buffer. In DISCARD mode the receiver is connected to no buffer, and each received symbol is discarded. The transmitter can be in one of 2 possible modes, as determined by switch2: BUFFERl mode or IDLE mode. In BUFFERI mode, the transmitter is connected to bufferl and reads symbols from this buffer once every symbol period. In IDLE mode, the transmitter is supplied with an IDLE symbol once every symbol period. In both cases, the transmitter submits the received symbol to PHY for transmission.
It is important to realize that the receiver and the transmitter can control the operation mode of themselves, as well as the operation mode of each other. This means that both the receiver and the transmitter may use switchl in order to change the operation mode of the receiver, as well as switch2 in order to control the operation mode of the transmitter.
The receiver is able to recognize each symbol it receives from PHY, and decides, according to its value as well as the values of previous symbols, if one of the following events holds:
• The received symbol attached to the previous one forms a starting-delimiter (SD).
• The received symbol is the last symbol of the frame control field (FC), and this FC indicat;s that the received frame is a data-frame (DF) oflogical token-ring t .
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• The received symbol is the last symbol of the FC, and this FC indicates that the received frame is a token-frame (TF) of logical token-ring t.
• The received symbol is the last symbol ofthe destination address (DA), and this address matches the station address.
• The received symbol is the last symbol of the source address (SA), and this address matches the station address.
• The received symbol attached to the previous one forms an ending-delimiter (ED).
• The received symbol is the IDLE symbol.
When one of the abovementioned events holds, the receiver may react as follows:
-clear bufferl or buffer2.
-append the contents of buffer2, or the PA symbols, or the SD symbols to bufferl.
-append the SD symbols into buffer2.
-append TF(t) to buffert.
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-append a new data-frame, received from the higher layer, to bufferl.
' " -change the receiver operation mode (using switch1) or the transmitter operation mode (using switch2).
-start timer NTR.
When connected to bufJerl, the transmitter is able to recognize each symbol it reads from bufJerl and decides whether this symbol forms together with the previous one an ED. In addition, the transmitter may check if bufJerl is empty (IbufJerll = 0), and if the timer NTR has expired. When some event is defined, the transmitter may act as follows:
-clear bufJer2.
-append a PA to bufJerl.
-change the transmitter operation mode (using switch2), or the receiver operation mode (using switchl).
-appends the contents of buffer2 to bufJerl.
-start the timer NTR.
The New MAC Protocol
..
Summary
In the new protocol, several independent token-frames and data-frames circulate around the ring. Each token has a unique identity that indicates its logical ring. A data-frame sent by a station upon seizing token t contains the identity t. Such a frame is said to be transmitted over logical ring t. Note, however, that all stations are transmitted on the same physical ring, and the reason for associating data-and token-frames with logical rings is to enable simple addition and removal of tokens (see Sec. 5), and to assure frames stripping. A station whose identity matches the destination address (DA) or the source address (SA) of a received frame, removes the frame from the ring. All other frames are forwarded to the downstream neighbor. Upon receiving token t, a station with a waiting PDU can transmit a data-frame on logical ring t. Following frame transmission, the station releases token t, unless another data-frame is received, in which case the latter is forwarded before the release of token t. The aim of this strategy is to bound the delay encountered by the transmitted data-frames in the intermediate stations due to collisions of different logical rings.
Informal Description
The following subsection presents a detailed informal description of the new protocol. It shows the basic problems, considerations and solutions in the design. For the rest of this subsection we consider the MAC entity of a given station, say i. We alternately use the term 'MAC' or 'station' for this entity. The numbers (1)-(14) used in the following Informal Description are for the purpose . . of referencing the various portions of the operation.
(1) At initialization, the receiver is in DISCARD mode, and the transmitter in IDLE mode. Consequently, the transmitter transmits IDLE symbols to the downstream station and the receiver recognizes and discards every symbol it receives. When the receiver encounters a starting delimiter (SD), it changes its own mode and the transmitter mode to BUFFER1, in order to forward the received frame to the downstream neighbor. In addition, it appends to bujJerl an SD. The reason for the latter is that the receiver have received the incoming SD in DISCARD mode, and has therefore discarded the SD in spite of the fact that it is a part of the incoming frame.
As long as the modes of the receiver and of the transmitter remain BUFFER1, station i repeats the frame it receives with a small delay of 2 symbols (ISDI). While receiving symbols from PHY and writing them into bujJerl, the receiver also determines the type of the incoming frame and finds out that one of the following (2)- (6) holds.
(2) The frame is a remnant. A remnant is encountered if the receiver recognizes an IDLE symbol before an ending-delimiter (ED). As explained presently, some frame remnants may circulate in the ring and are finally removed without disturbing proper operation. When the receiver encounters a remnant, it clears bujJerl, changes its own mode to DISCARD and the receiver mode to IDLE. Consequently, the MAC . .
returns to the situation following initialization: it transmits IDLE and waits for a new SD.
(3) The frame is a token-frame oflogical ring t, Le. TF(t).
The receiver recognizes that the received frame is a token and the identity of that token from the frame control (FC) field. When it subsequently receives the ED of the token, it knows that the received frame is a legal token-frame, and not a remnant. The case where the station has no waiting PDU is included in (6) below. If the station holds a waiting PDt', the receiver seizes the token. This is done by transforming the token-frame into a remnant as follows: when the receiver receives the second symbol of the ED, it clears bujJerl that still contains the first symbol of the ED. The next step of the receiver is to append a data-frame with its local PDU to bujJerl, and to change its operation mode to DISCARD. Since the transmitter is still in BUFFER1 mode, the frame will be transmitted into the ring. The subsequent activities, e.g. token release, are described in (7) below. Note: Throughout the paper we assume that upon seizing a token TF(t) a station may send only one local data-frame DF(t), whose length is ~ :F. However, an extension that permits sending of several data-frame DF(t)'s is straightforward. In such a case, :F denotes the maximal length of all the data-frames that can be sent upon seizing a token. Consequently, all the properties of the new protocol, as outlined in Section 4, hold with no change.
(4) The destination-address (DA) of the frame matches the station identity i. In such a case, the incoming frame must be forwarded to the higher layer, and be removed from the ring. Therefore the receiver clears bufferJ, changes the operation mode of the transmitter to IDLE and the operation mode of itself to BUFFER2. Consequently, the received frame is written into buffer2 and the station transmits IDLE symbols. When the receiver encounters the ED, it changes its mode back to DISCARD and forwards the contents of buffer2 to the higher layer. Note that the receiver may recognize itself as a destination only after the transmitter transmits part of the frame. Therefore, a remnant of this frame continues circulating the ring. As said above, remnants do not disturb ring operation and are finally removed.
(5) The source address (SA) of the frame matches the station identity i. In fact, this frame should have been removed by its destination, as indicated in the previous scenario. However, a source may receive its data-frame back if the destination does not exist in the ring, or if the destination is a group of stations (multicasting), or if a transmission error changes the DA. In such a case, the source must remove the frame from the ring. Therefore, the receiver clears bufferJ, changes its mode to DISCARD and the transmitter mode to IDLE.
(6) If none of the abovementioned holds, there are two possibilities: the received frame is tokenframe (TF) but the station has no waiting PDU, or it is a data-frame (DF) whose SA and DA do not match the station address. In both cases the station must repeat the frame unchanged, and therefore both the receiver and the transmitter stay in BUFFERl mode. When the receiver encounters an ED, it changes its operation mode to DISCARD. Later, when the transmitter transmits the last symbol from buffer1, it changes its mode back to IDLE • . .
(1) Consider now the MAC situation after seizing the token of logical ring t «3) above). As explained, the transmitter is transmitting from buffer1 a data-frame containing a local PDU, whereas the receiver is in DISCARD mode waiting for the SD of a new frame. Since the MAC is holding the token of logical ring t, it must release this token, by sending a new TF(t), when the transmission of the data-frame will have been completed. Therefore, the MAC is in a state where it waits for the transmitter to find out that buffer1 becomes empty. In such a state, there are several possible cases as follows.
The simplest case is when the transmitter indeed completes transmitting the contents of bufferJ before the receiver encounters a new incoming frame. In such a case, the transmitter places a TF(t) into bufferJ and stays in BUFFERl mode. The TF(t) is transmitted by the transmitter from BUFFERl, while the receiver remains in DISCARD mode and waits for a new frame.
Another case is when the receiver encounters the SD of an incoming frame before the time when the transmitter completes transmitting the contents of bufferl. In the one-token protocol, that has only one logical-ring, such a frame is usually a remnant. However, in some cases this may be a DF that has not been removed by its sender due to some failure, as a transmission error in the SA field. In the latter case it is assured that the DF has been received by its destination, so it can be removed from the ring. Therefore, in the one-token protocol any frame or a part of it received by a MAC while holding a token and transmitting its own frame, is removed from the ring. This is the mechanism used by FDDI to remove remnants from the ring. However, in the multiple-token ring, 9 Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0680.revised -1991 the situation is more complex, since the received frame can be one of the following:
• a remnant.
• a data-frame of the same logical ring t (DF(t».
• a data-frame of another logical ring (DF(t'), where t' ::j; t).
• a token-frame of another logical ring (TF(t'), where t' ::j; t).
Obviously, the response to each type must be different. For example, a remnant or a DF(t) must be removed from the ring, whereas a DF(t'), t' ::j; t, must be forwarded on the ring. However, when the receiver encounters an SD, it does not know yet what type of frame it is receiving. The solution is to have the receiver switche its operation mode to BUFFER2 upon encountering a SD. This allows the transmitter to proceed with the transmission of the local frame from bufferl, while the receiver is accumulating the incoming frame into buffer2. In (8)- (11) below we present the actions to be taken when the receiver learns about the type of the received frame.
Another possibility to be addressed is that the transmitter completes transmitting the frame from bufferl after the time when the receiver encounters an SD, but before recognizing the type of the received frame. In such a case, the MAC reacts according to (12).
(8) As in FDDI, the received frame may be a remnant. Such a remnant may belong to any logical ring, including t. In any case, the remnant should be removed from the ring. Therefore, when the receiver discovers that the received frame is a remnant, namely when it receives an IDLE symbol before an ED, it clears the contents of buffer2 and changes its operation mode to DISCARD. (9) It is easy to see that if a MAC receives a DF(t) while holding TF(t), then it is assured that the received data-frame has completed more than a round-trip in the ring. Such a case occurs in those rare situations where both the destination and the source of the DF have not removed it. Therefore, such a frame must be removed from the ring. Hence, when the receiver discovers that the received DF belongs to logical ring t, it clears buffer2 and enters DISCARD mode. When the receiver encounters the ED of the removed frame, it stays in DISCARD mode and waits for the SD of the next frame. However, if the transmitter completes transmitting the contents of buffer1 beforehand, it releases the token t by appending a TF(t) to bufferl.
(10) When the ring load is heavy, and in some rare situations under a light load as well, it is possible that the received frame is a data-frame DF(t') of another logical ring t'. In such a case, there are 4 possibilities as follows. (a) If the DA of the frame matches the station address, the receiver waits to receive the ED and forwards the contents of buffer2 to the higher layer. At the same time, the transmitter may complete transmitting the contents of bufferl. In such a case, it appends a TF(t) to this buffer, and stays in BUFFER1 mode in order to transmit this token. The next event is that the receiver encounters the ED of the incoming frame, or the transmitter completes the transmission of bufferl: 10 (al) in the first case, the receiver forwards the contents of buffer2 to the higher layer and switches itself to DISCARD mode.
(a2) in the second case, the transmitter switches itself to DISCARD mode and the MAC proceeds exactly as in (4).
(b) If the SA of the frame matches the station address, the MAC acts as in (9) above in order to remove the frame from the ring. (c) The third possibility, when neither the DA nor the SA of the frame match the station address, is the more complex. The meaning of such a case is that two logical rings, t and t', interfere with the operation of each another. In this case, the station must forward the received frame downstream as soon as possible. However, this cannot be done immediately since the station is currently transmitting another frame from bufferl. Therefore, the receiver stays in BUFFER2 mode, and continues accumulating the frame as long as bufferl, whose contents is being transmitted by the transmitter, is not empty. Now there are 2 possibilities:
(Cl) the receiver encounters the ED of the received frame before bufferl becomes empty. In such a case, the receiver appends the contents of buffer2 to bufferl and changes its mode to DISCARD. Following these actions, the situation of the MAC is exactly as in the beginning of (7), although buffert contains more than one data-frame.
(C2) The transmitter completes transmitting the contents of bufferl before the receiver encounters the ED of the incoming frame. In such a case, the transmitter appends the contents of buffer2 to bufferl and switches the receiver to BUFFER! mode. Subsequently, the incoming DF is being forwarded through bufferl with a delay equal to the number of symbols appended from buffer2 into buffer1 .
(d) The last possibility is that bufferl becomes empty before the receiver is able to recognize whether (a), (b) or (c) holds. In such a case the transmitter reacts as in (c) above, namely it appends buffer2 into bufferl and switches itself to BUFFERl mode and subsequently, the received frame is being forwarded downstream through bufferl. Upon writing the incoming frame into bufferl, the receiver checks the DA and the SA fields, and acts as follows:
(dt} if the DA of the frame matches the station address, the MAC should accumulate the frame in buffer2 to be forwarded to the higher layer and should remove it from the ring. Therefore, the receiver switches itself to BUFFER2 mode and clears bufferl. Since bufferl becomes empty, the receiver releases the token t by appending a TF(t) to buffert. This token is transmitted by the transmitter that stays in BUFFER! mode. Afterwards, the MAC proceeds as in (al) or (a2)' (d 2 ) if the SA of the frame matches the station address, the receiver switches itself to DISCARD mode in order to remove the frame from the ring. In addition, it clears bufferl and appends a TF(t) to this buffer. Then, the MAC proceeds as in (9) .
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(d3) if neither the DA nor the SA of the incoming data-frame matches the station address, the frame is being forwarded downstream until the receiver recognizes the ED. Then, the receiver switches itself to DISCAR.D mode and waits for a new frame. The MAC state in this case is as described in (7). Recall that increasing the number of tokens N may increase the upper bound of the delay from source to destination, but on the oyher hand, it decreases the source waiting time to receive a token. This trade-off requires that the number of tokens will be dynamically changed as a function of the current load, in order to minimize the sum of the delay from source to destination and the source waiting time to receive a token. This issue is discussed in Section 5.
(11) The last possibility is when the receiver receives a token-frame TF(t ' ) of another logical ring t l while holding token t. In this case, the policy is that the receiver releases token t immediately, by appending a TF(t) to buffert, and holds token tl. This approach simplifies the implementation of the MAC algorithm, since it requires the MAC to hold no more than one token at any given time. The time when the new token t l can be used by the MAC for the transmission of a local data-frame DF(t ' ) is addressed in (13).
Although at first glance it seems that a DF arriving after the arrival of TF(t') may wait 2·:F bits or more because of the release of token TF(t) before buffert becomes empty, thus contradicting the bounded-delay property, this in fact is not the case. That frame will wait :F bits at the considered station because of TF(t ' ) and :F bits at the next station because of TF(t). Since the 2· :F bits waiting time is charged to two logical rings, t and t l , the bounded-delay property, that says that the delay is :F bits at most per every logical ring, is still valid.
We can outline now two key points in the design of the new protocol:
Rule 1: In order to fulfill the bounded-delay property, a station holding a token releases it when one of the following two conditions holds: (i) another token-frame is being received; (ii) buffert is empty and no frame is being received or the incoming frame has already been classified as a frame that should not be forwarded into the ring.
Rule 2: In order to simplify the MAC algorithm, a station is allowed to hold only one token at any given time. Therefore, upon receiving a token-frame at the time when another token is being held, the new token is seized, whether or not the station has a waiting PDU, and the old token is immediately appended into bufferl for transmission.
(12) Here we consider the situation mentioned at the end of (7): the MAC holds token tj the transmitter transmits the contents of buffer1 j the receiver encounters an SD of a new frame and accumulates the incoming frame into buffer2, but before it discovers which case from (8)- ( 11) as in (11). The exact time when the new token t' can be used by the MAC for transmission of a datarframe DF(t') with a local PDU is addressed in (13).
(13) As explained in (11) and (12), if the MAC receives a TF(t') while holding another token t, it releases token t immediately by appending a TF(t) to buffert. Consequently, the MAC holds the token of logical ring t' rather than t. However, tokens received when another token is being held (as token t') and those received when another token is not being held (as token t) are used by the MAC in different ways. In the latter case, the MAC appends immediately a DF(t) to buffed (see (3)). On the other hand, for tokens received when another token is being held, the policy is as follows.
In order to minimize interferences between logical rings, it is important to locate the tokens 13 in the ring as far as possible from each other. This improves ring performance, namely increases throughput and decreases delay. However, during normal operation, the distance between neighbor tokens may change dynamically. For example, suppose that the ring contains two logical rings (N = 2), and that the two tokens are issued far enough from each other in the physical ring. Suppose also that the first token t is seized several times by stations with waiting PDU, whereas the second token t' is forwarded from each station to its downstream neighbor without being seized, since it encounters no station with a waiting PDU. In such a case, token t' moves in the ring considerably faster than token t, and therefore it will catch up with the latter very soon. Token collisions are not common in more realistic situation, where all tokens serve the stations in a more uniform manner, provided that the number of tokens.N matches the actual load.
If a MAC receives a token t' while holding another token t that has been previously used for transmission of a DF(t), it releases the old token t immediately, but the use and release of TF(t') should be performed sufficiently later so that subsequent interferences between logical rings t and t' will be minimized. For this purpose, each MAC uses a timer, called NTR (Next-Token-Release), that determines the desired distance between successive tokens. Upon releasing the first token t, the MAC sets NTR to an initial value. The exact value is a function of the traffic load and the number of logical rings N (see Section 6).
In the first time later when buffert is empty, namely no frame to be forwarded is received by the station, and timer NTR expires, the MAC uses or releases token t' as follows: if it has a waiting PDU, it puts a DF(t') in buffert and continues as in (3) abovej otherwise, it releases the token t' by placing a TF(t') in bufferl for transmission.
The late use and release of t' not only increases the physical gap between logical rings t and t', but is also an important mechanism to reduce the ring load when collisions are discovered, and thus to decrease the delay encountered by data-frames to a significantly smaller value than the upper bound of (N -1) .:T. However, this is only an auxiliary means to control the number of frames in the ring when the load increases: if the load remains high, one or more logical rings must be removed (See Section 5).
While waiting for the right time to use the token t', Le. for buffert to become empty and NTR to expire, new frames may arrive. The response to an incoming frame depends on the frame type and on the condition of buffer1 as follows: (a) If buffert is empty, Le. the MAC is waiting for the expiration of NTR, both the receiver and the transmitter are in BUFFER1 mode, and the incoming frame will be forwarded downstream. While writing symbols into bufferl, the receiver determines the type of the incoming frame, and reacts as follows:
(al) ifthis is a remnant, or a DF(t'), or a DF(t") with t" f: t' whose source address (SA) matches the station identity, the receiver clears buffert , switches itself to DISCARD mode and the transmitter to 10 LE mode, thereby removing the incoming frame from the ring. While the incoming frame is being removed, timer NTR may expire. In such a case the receiver must use or release token t'. Therefore, if there is a waiting PDU, the receiver appends a TF(t') to buffert, and the MAC 14 waits to release tl(see Rule lin (11)). However, if there is no waiting PDU, the receiver releases t l by appending a TF(t f ) to bufferl. In both cases, the transmitter is switched to bufferl mode in order to transmit the contents of bufferl .
(a2) if this is a DF(t ll ) whose destination-address (DA) matches the station identity, this dataframe must be forwarded to the higher layer, and be removed from the ring. Therefore, the receiver clears buffed, switches itself to BUFFER1 mode and the transmitter to IDLE mode. While the incoming frame is being accumulated in buffer2, timer NTR may expire. In such a case the receiver reacts as in (al) above.
(a3) if this is a DF(t ll ), where til i= tl, whose SA and DA do not match the station identity, the receiver stays in BUFFER1 mode until it encounters the ED of the frame, since this frame should be forwarded downstream. Upon receiving the ED, the receiver changes its mode to DISCARD. Upon transmitting the contents of buffer1, the transmitter changes its mode to IDLE.
(a4) If the incoming frame is a token, Rule 2 in (11) dictates that the new token must be seized, whether or not the MAC has a waiting PDU, whereas the old token t l must be used and released.
In order to seize the new token, the receiver clears buffer1. If the station has a waiting PDU, the receiver appends a DF(t l ) followed by a TF(t l ) to bufferl. Otherwise, it appends only a TF(t l ). Following these actions, the MAC holds only the new token that must be used and released far enough from the previous one. Therefore, timer NTR is reset and the MAC enters the state described in (13) for the use and release of the new token.
(b) If buffer1 is not empty, the incoming frame is directed to buffer2. Later, if buffer1 becollles empty before the type of the incoming frame is discovered, the transmitter transfers the contents of buffer2 to buffert, switches the receiver to BUFFERl mode, and the MAC continues as in (a) above. If the type of the incoming frame is found before bufferl becomes empty, the receiver reacts as follows:
(b l ) If the incoming frame is a remnant, or a DF(t), or a DF(t ll ) with tIl i' t l whose source address (SA) matches the station identity, the receiver clears buffer2 and switches itself to DISCARD mode. However, if this is a DF(t ll ) whose destination-address (DA) matches the station identity, the contents of buffer2 is forwarded to the higher layer when the ED is received.
(b 2 ) If this is a DF(t ll )
where til i= t l whose SA and DA do not match the station identity, the receiver stays in BUFFER2 mode. When the receiver receives the ED of the incoming data-frame, or when bufferl becomes empty, the contents of buffer2 is appended to bufferl, and the MAC proceeds as in (aa) above.
(~) If the incoming frame is a token, the receiver seizes this token by clearing buffer2 and entering DISCARD mode. Then it uses and releases the old token t l as in (a4) above.
(14) As explained in Section 2, each transmitted frame must be preceded by a preamble (PA), that consists of enough IDLE symbols, used for establishing and maintaining clock synchronization 15 at the receivers. Transmitting an appropriate PA before each frame is not straightforward in~the multiple logical ring protocol. By way of example, suppose that station i transmits a PA and then a new data-frame. Suppose also that its downstream neighbor j receives the frame while the receiver is in DISCARD mode and the transmitter is in BUFFERI mode. In this case, the IDLE symbols of the PA are discarded, and the MAC of j transmits the incoming frame with insufficient IDLE symbols. One may consider a solution where each MAC will transmit a PA before every transmitted frame, whether this frame originates at the MAC or is being forwarded. However, this solution may increase the delay encountered by frames in the intermediate MAC's unnecessarily. For example, suppose that the frame transmitted from i to j is received by the latter a long time after its transmitter was switched to IDLE mode. In this case, the MAC of j can forward the frame ".
immediately, with no PA preceding it, since enough IDLE symbors have already been transmitted. The approach taken in this paper assures that the transmission of each frame is preceded by sufficient IDLE symbols, and on the other hand redundant IDLE symbols are not added unnecessaryly.
This approach can be summarized as follows:
1. When a local data-frame is appended to bufferl, or when the MAC releases a token by appending a TF to bufferl, a PA is appended to bufferl immediately afterwards. If a DF is appended immediately after the token is seized, another PA precedes the DF.
""
2. When a frame ihJmffer2 is appended to bufferl, a PA is,~wended to bufferl immediately / afterwards.
3.
If the receiver encounters an ED of an incoming frame while in BUFFERI mode, it appends a PA to buffer1 immediately afterwards.
Formal Description
The • 1/ * /*: The MAC holds no token (see (1)- (6) in the Informal Description).
• 2/ */*: The MAC holds a token and has already used it. Now it is waiting to release this token, according to Rule 1 (see (7)- (12) in the Informal Description). The token identity T is a MAC local variable. and enters a state in 1/ * /*. The last possible event is that a TF(t) is received before expiration of NTR and buffert is empty. In such a case, there are two possibilities as follows. If the MAC has a waiting PDU, it appends a DF(T) and immediately later a TF(t) to buffert. However, if no PDU is waiting for transmission, only a TF(t) is appended to bufferl. In addition, timer NTR is started, T is set to t and a transition is made to a &tate in 3/ * /*.
The second component of the state label 1 2 , describes the transmitter mode in the following way:
• */a/*: The transmitter is in IDLE mode, Le. transmits IDLE symbols.
• */b/*: The transmitter is in BUFFERI mode, Le. transmits symbols from buffed.
The third component 1 3 describes the operation of the receiver in the following way:
• */ * Ii: The receiver is in DISCARD mode, i.e. discards each received symbol. It waits for an SD of a new frame.
• */ * Iii: The receiver is in BUFFERI mode, Le. appends each received symbol to buffed.
• *! * /iii: The receiver is in BUFFER2 mode, Le. appends each received symbol to buffer2. The exact type of the incoming frame is unknown yet, or it is known that this frame must be forwarded downstream.
• */ */iv: The receiver is in DISCARD mode, Le. discards each received symbol. It is in the process of removing the incoming frame, and it waits for the ED of the frame.
• */ * Iv: The receiver is in BUFFER2 mode, Le. is appending each received symbol to buffer2. The received frame is destined for the station, thus when the receiver encounters an ED, it forwards the contents of buffer2 to the higher layer.
In order to demonstrate the MAC state determination, consider again the Informal Description. At initialization, the MAC state is l/a/i. When the receiver recognizes an SD ((1) in the Informal Description), the MAC enters state l/b/ii since the MAC holds no token yet (It = 1), the transmitter is in buffed mode (/ 2 = b) and the receiver is in buffed mode too (/ 3 = i). If the incoming frame is a remnant ((2) in the Informal Description), the MAC reenters state l/a/i. However, if the incoming frame is a TF ((3) in the Informal Description) and the station has a waiting PDU, the receiver seizes the token by clearing buffed. Then it appends a DF to this buffer, and enters DISCARD mode in order to wait for a new frame (/ 3 = i). The transmitter transmits the DF from buffed (12 = b), and since a token is seized (11 = 2), the MAC state is 2/b/vi. When the receiver recognizes the ED of the token, it stays in DISCARD mode, but now it waits for the SD of a new frame rather than for an ED of the token. Therefore, la =i holds, and the MAC new state is 2/b/i.
An interesting aspect of the new protocol is that the MAC operates similarly in different situations. For example, in states lib/ii, 2/b/ii and 3/b/ii, the MAC is forwarding to buffed a frame whose type is unknown (see (1), (12) and (13-a) in the Informal Description). However, the difference between these states is substantial: in state ljb/ii, no token is being held (thus It = 1); 18 in state 2/b/ii, the station is holding the token T and has already used it, so it is waiting to release this token (il =2); in state 2/b/ii the station is holding the token T, but has not used it yet, so it is waiting to use and release this token (It =3). This implies different responses when the receiver recognizes the type of the incoming frame. For example, if the receiver finds that the incoming frame is a TF and the station has a waiting PDU, it seizes the token in all cases, but in the first case (l/b/ii) a local datarframe is appended to buffer1 for transmission, in the second case (2/b/ii) the old token is appended to bufferl, and in the third case (3/b/ii) both a local data-frame and the old token are appended to bufferl . Tables 1, 2 when the receiver reads the incoming frame into bufferl (13 = ii), or when the receiver reads the incoming frame into buffer2 and the exact type of the frame is unknown yet, or it is known that this frame must be forwarded downstream (1 3 =iii). Table 2 describes the algorithm in states l/b/*. Table 3 describes the algorithm in states 2/b/*.
The combination 2/a/* is not possible, because 1 2 = a implies that the transmitter is in IDLE mode, but before it enters this mode the token must be released and 11 = 1 must hold. Tables 4 and 5 describes the algorithm in states 3/a/* and 3/b/* respectively.
The finite state diagram presented in Tables 1-5 describes the possible events for each state, as well as the action at each event and the transition following the event. The events are numbered from 1 to 63. It is assumed that time elapses only within discrete states, and that state transitions are logically atomic (as in [6] ). Note that the algorithm described by the finite state diagram is a supplement to the basic operation of the transmitter. The basic operation of the receiver is to receive a symbol from PRY, every symbol period, and to write it into bufferl, or to write it into buffer2, or to discard it, depending on its operation mode (BUFFERI, BUFFER2 or DISCARD respectively). The basic operation of the transmitter is to provide the PRY with an IDLE symbol or a symbol read from bufferl, depending on its operation mode (IDLE or BUFFER1 respectively). Therefore the exact operation of each process is as follows. A situation, where the receiver and the transmitter perform 'Actions' at the same time may cause race conditions, since they share several variables, as the MAC state, buJJert, switcht and switch2. The best way to prevent this confusion is to shift the 'symbol period scale' of the receiver half symbol period compared to the transmitter scale. Figure 4 shows this concept: the receiver operates, namely takes a symbol from PRY and executes the algorithm, at Tt, T3 , TS and so on. The transmitter operates, namely supplies the PRY with a symbol and executes the algorithm, at time T2, T4 , T6 and so on. Note that the receiver and the transmitter must complete their operations within a half symbol period, in order to prevent a mutual interference.
receiver--1---+------+---+---+-----
Another confusion to be addressed is the 'timer NTR expires' event. This is an irregular event since it is not related specifically to the receiver or the transmitter, and it may arise simultaneously with another event. However, since this event appears in states 3/a/* only, and no transmitter's event is defined in those states, our convention is that only the transmitter checks whether NTR has expired and performs the 'Actions' related to this event.
Initialization: At initialization, the receiver is in DISCARD mode, waiting for the SD of a new frame, the transmitter is in IDLE mode, and no token is being held. Therefore, the MAC state is l/a/i. The buffers buJJert and buJJer2 are both empty.
Main Properties of the New Protocol
This Section outlines the main properties of the new MAC protocol.
Property 1 (preamble)
A transmission of each frame is preceded by a !PAI.
Property 2 (liveness)
A data-frame DF(t) of logical ring t, whose destination-address (DA) has the identity of a station in the physical ring, is received by the destination, removed from the ring and forwarded to the higher layer. If the identity in the DA belongs to no station, DF(t) is removed by the station whose identity is indicated in the source address (SA). However, if the identity in the SA belongs to no station, as may happen due to a transmission error in SA, or due to a failure of the source, DF(t) is removed later by a station holding TF(t).
. 
Changing the Number of Logical Rings
As indicated before, the number of logical rings N must be dynamically controlled as a function of the ring load, in order to achieve high performance at all possible loads. This section presents a mechanism for decentralized control of the number of logical ring. When only one ring station is responsible for determining the appropriate number of logical rings, this is a straightforward task. Such a station, called monitor, holds a local variable To- kenflum, that denotes the number of logical rings (N). In order to increase N, the monitor waits to receive the token with the highest sequence number, Token_Num -1. After the monitor transmits this token, it transmits a new token-frame TF with number Token..num, increments the variable Token_num and proceeds as usual.
When the number of logical rings is to be decreased, the monitor w~ts to receive the token of the logical ring with the highest sequence number, seizes it, and does not releases it. Note that with the above, and due to Property 6 (fifo of token-frames), the tokens circulate the ring in consecutive order, 0, 1,2··· Tokenflum-l. After the token oflogical ring t is deleted, some DF(t)'s may circulate the ring forever. This happens in those rare situations where both the destination and the source of a DF(t) have not removed it. Recall that if the token t exists, such a DF(t) is removed by some station that holds this token (see case (9) in the Informal Description of Section 3). Therefore, upon removing the token of logical ring t, the monitor must remove all data-frames of logical ring t since all these frames have already completed at least one round-trip in the ring. The question arising now is for how long should the monitor be busy with this extra task. The best way to answer this question efficiently is that upon seizing and deleting the token of logical ring t, the monitor will transmit a special control data-frame DF(t) whose source address and destination address have the monitor's identity. Then, the monitor will remove frames belonging to logical ring t until it receives its control DF(t) back. From Property 6 (fifo of data-frames), after this time, there are no more DF(t)'s in the ring.
The main drawback of the above mechanism is that it is centralized. This implies that when the monitor fails, the ability to change N is lost until a new monitor is elected. Moreoyer, it may happen that the monitor does not detect load changes for a long time and therefore does not change N accordingly. A better approach is to allow each ring station to change the number of logical rings based on local decisions. Such an approach requires some means of synchronization among stations in order to prevent undesirable simultaneous changes.
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For example, suppose that the ring load decreases, and two stations independently decide to add a logical ring. Suppose also that these two stations know that the logical ring with the highest sequence number is n, and therefore each of them adds a token DF(n + 1) of a new logical ring n +1, after having received TF(n). The result is that 2 logical rings are added, rather than 1, and even more the two new logical rings have the same sequence number.
The required synchronization is achieved using TF(O) as follows. As in the centralized scheme, the decentralized one keeps the token in consecutive order, and thus after token N' -1 (where N' is the current number of tokens in the ring) comes token O. However, stations are not required to know the number of tokens in the ring. A station that wants to add a token, holds token 0 when it receives it, releases a new token with sequence number one higher than the last received token, and only afterwards releases token O. In addition, before the newly release token, with a sequence number n say, it inserts bufferl a special control data-frame DF(n) for transmission. This control DF inhibits new token additions for some preassigned period of time, so that the new situation will stabilize.
Decreasing the number oflogical rings by an arbitrary station is more complex. This is because the token that is to be deleted is the highest number, but a station does not know that it is holding the highest number token until it receives the next token TF(O). The solution however is very simple. Deletion is desirable when the ring load is high, and thus there is a good chance that some station will receive TF(O) while still holding the highest number token (i.e. states {2,3}1 * 1*);
In this case, the station does not place the token it holds in buffert, as required under normal operation, thus this token is discarded. When this happens, the station does not place the token it is holding in buffert, as required by the algorithm, but proceeds with the token TF(O) as follows:
if it has a waiting PDU, the station appends a DF(O) into buffert and enters a state in 21 *I*i if it has no waiting PDU, the station just enters a state in 21 *1* in order to release TF(O). As in the centralized version, a station that deletes a token must send a control data-frame to verify that no more data-frames of the removed logical ring still exist.
Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents a MAC protocol for a dynamic number oflogical token-rings that share the same physical ring. Such a protocol is necessary in order to increase the throughput and improve the delay-throughput characteristic of high-speed rings. Multiple logical rings enable multiple stations to transmits new data-frames into the ring at the same time. This increases the throughput and decreases the source waiting time to receive a token.
The new protocol adds an extras delay, relatively to the traditional one-token protocol, of at most (N' -1) . :F bits, where N' is the number of logical rings and :F is the maximal length of a data-frame. When the number of logical rings adjusts the ring load, namely decreases when the load increases and vice versa, the mutual interferences between different logical rings is expected to be small, and therefore the extra delay is rare.
The protocol enables the ring stations to change dynamically the number of logical rings. This
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is an important property, since the optimal number of tokens, in order to achieve high performance, depends on the actual ring load, and tlJ.e latter is a dynamic parameter. The work presented in this paper is continued in order to find the relation between the ring load and the optimal number of tokens. In addition, some heuristic ways are required for the rinE? stations in order to have an indication about the ring load. This is required for controlling the number of logical rings, as well as for determining the appropriate value of the timer NTH.
